with \\Aj\\ <\ϊor\<j<k} and define the completely bounded norm of φ by A /:-linear operator φ is called completely bounded (resp. completely contractive) if the completely bounded norm \\φ\\ c b is finite (resp. \\φ\\cb < 1). We denote CB (A k into B is a natural generalization of the usual definition of completely bounded (resp. completely bounded self-adjoint, completely positive) linear operators from C*-algebra A into C*-algebra B. In the case of k = 1, we know that every completely positive linear operator between C*-algebras is already completely bounded with \\φ\\ C b = WΦW Unfortunately, this is not true for completely positive A:-linear operators when k > 2 (see [4] , page 155). DEFINITION into M n (C) in Theorem 3.4. In §4, we discuss the normal version of the above results. In §5, we apply the results in §3 (resp. in §4) to study the pure elements in multivariable Fourier-Stieltjes algebras (resp. in multivariable Fourier algebras).
To close this section, we state a result of [4] . THEOREM 
with \\Aj\\ < 1 (2 < j < k -1). We need to show that, for any 
JS(ΛΓ)) w /?wr^ z/αnrf only if its image φ = Γ(ψ) is pure in CB+(A k , B(H)).
Proof. From the definition, we know that ψ (resp. φ) is pure if and only if [0, ψ] = {λψ: 0 < λ < 1} (resp. [0, φ] = (λ^; 0 < λ < 1}). The conclusion follows easily from Lemma 2. Now we are ready to study the structure of pure completely bounded and completely positive multilinear operators. For our convenience, we first consider the bilinear case. it follows that / is well-defined and we have Therefore, 
At) = (π(t)ξ, η)
for all / G G. The norm is given by 11/11 = inf{||ί||||ί/|| where ξ and η as above}.
It is known by Eymard [9] that B(G) is a commutative Banach *-algebra of functions on G with the pointwise multiplication and complex conjugation, and that B(G) can be identified with C*(G)* the dual space C*(G) as follows:
For any ω e C*(G)*, we have by GNS representation 
= (λ(t)ξ,η)
for all t eG. The norm is given by where ζ and η as above}.
Then ^4(G) is a closed ideal of B(G) and A(G)
is isometrically isomorphic to vN(G)*, the predual of vN(G) (cf. Eymard [9] ). The multivariable Fourier-Stieltjes algebra B k (G) and the multivariable Fourier algebra A k {G) have been studied in [8] , where we
